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1. Low Dispersion Spectroscopy 
with EMMl 

EMMI, the ESO Mutti Mode Instru- 
ment recently installed at the 3.5-rn N7T 
(DIOdorico, 1990, Dekker, D'Odorico 
and Mehick, 1990) is a dual-channel 
focal reducer/spectrograph designed 
for high efficiency observations and for 
a wide range of resolving powers. Fig- 
ure 1 shows the instrument layout. Low 
dispersion spectroscopy (R s 1600 for a 
I-arcsec slit) is possible in the red arm 
(hh4000-10000 A, upper right part of 
Figure I) with a choice of 6 grisms which 
can be inserted in the parallel beam 
space of the focal reducer. In this ob- 
sewing mode, where EMMl operates 
like EFOSCI and EFOSC2, the two focal 
reducerllow dispersion spectrographs 
mounted at the ESO 3.6-m and 2.2-m 
telescopes. The corrected field of view 
is 10 x 10 arcmin. The scale In the tele- 
scope and in the detector focal planes 

are 186 pm and 43 pm per arcsecond 
respectively. At the time of this test a 
1024 x 1024, 19 pm square pixels THX 
31 156 CCD was used as a detector. 
This CCD is characterized by a peak 
quantum efficiency of 50% at ~OOOA, 
very high cosmetic quality and a read- 
out noise of 4-5 em/pixel. With this de- 
tector the field in imaging is 7.6 x 7.6 
arcmin. 

2. Multi Object Spectroscopy in 
EMMl 
As in the EFOSC-type instruments, 

EMMl has an aperture wheel in the focal 
plane of the telescope where 4 long slits 
of different width are usually mounted 
and one position is !eft free for direct 
imaging. For MOS observations with 
EFOSCI at the 3.6-m telescope, special 
aperture plates can be prepared from 
punching files derived from direct im- 

ages of the target fields. The punching 
machine PUMA2 located in the tele- 
scope control room generates round 
holes with a minimum diameter of 2.1 
arcsec, and these can be combined to 
make rectangular slitlets. The aperture 
plates are later mounted in the instru- 
ment and, after a proper alignment pro- 
cedure, used for MOS observations. 

When designing the MOS unit for 
EMMl (usually identified as starplate 
unlQ we took into account the experi- 
ence with EFOSCI and tried to improve 
some aspects of the observing proce- 
dure. It was decided to install the plate 
punching on the Instrument itself with 
the aim of simplifying the plate align- 
ment procedure and to have a fully 
hands-off procedure for this observing 
mode. Secondly, a punching device of 
new design was conceived to improve 
the reliability and the quality of the slit- 
lets in the aperture plates. A further ad- 
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Rgure 1 : An overview of the main mmponents of E M .  ~Wultiple Object Spectroscopy at low resolution is carried out as explained in the text by 
using MOS plates / w e d  in the qer ture wheel d the focal reducer mode (identified as LD slit in the drawing), The punching of slitkts in the 
&tes is carried wt in EMMl Itself by an ad-hoc designed "starplate unit: 
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punching position. The poshioning of 
the punching devlce across the slit (di- 
rection of the spectral dispersion) is pro- 
vlded by the x-tabte. The range of its 
movement is 56 rnm whlch corresponds 
ta a field width of 5 arcmin. The po- 
sitioning accuracy is f 8 microns or 
f 0.04 arcsee. The limited space avail- 
able for the starplate unit did not allow a 
clamping system for the x-tabla There- 
fore, during punching, EMMl should not 
be rotated and the x-table should al- 
ways be in the same orientation with 
respect to the gravlty, preferably in the 
horiiontal position with the punching 
device on tap. 

The movement of the punching de- 
vice Into the punching field of the star- 
plate, positioning of the punch along the 
s l k  and elongation of the slits, is pro- 
vidd by the y-table. The movement 
range Is 11 6 mm of which only 90 mrn 
(8 mmin) can be used for punching In 
EMMI. 

The most complex part of the starplate 
unit is the punching device. tt required 
some development effort and the appli- 
cation of new technologies. flguw 3 
shows the punchlng device with tools in 
its final version. From outslde it looks like 
a miniature sewlnpmachine. Inside its 
light-weight but stiff body are the punch- 
motor with control switch, the linear 
guide and support of the punch, a crass- 

it mechanically locks the aperture wheel table to support and adjust the die, and a 
during punching of the slits and pre- clamping system to lock the device dls- 
vents an inward motion of the punching tortion-- and stable on the x-table. 
device when the starplate is not in the The punching tools are fabricat& from 

Figure 2: A CAD drewing of th8 starplate unit with IdeMIlcations of the main components, 

vantage of MOS h EMMl is the field of 
vlew whlch Is 5 x 8 arcmin approximate- 
ly, an area 3-4 times larger than In 
EFUSCI . 

For the MOS work up to four of the 
tong-slit plates In the aperture wheel can 
be replaced by statplate blanks of Identf- 
cal gmmeby. A punching devlm, 
mounted on a cross-table fixed on the 
EMMl structure, is then used to punch 
short s l k  in the blanks. The punching 
unb are equipped with tools which de- 
termlne the mlnlrnurn slit wldth and 
len@h. Whlle the dit length can be In- 
creased by multiple punchlng along the 
slit, the slit width can only be changed by 
replacement of the complete punching 
unit (equipped wlth tools of the desired 
slit width). flgure 2 Is an iswnetrlc view of 
the stcrrplate unh of EMMl showlng the 
subunits: aperture wheel, Interlock, x- 
table, y-table and punchlng device. 

The aperture wheel, mounted In the 
focal plane of the low-resolution mode 
of EMMI, Is drtven by a DC-motor with 
tachogenerator and positioned by an in- 
cremental encoder llke all m - c o n -  
trolled unlts In EMMI. The selected plate 
Is placed in the optical path of the in- 
strument by the @roper software instnrc- 
tion. For loading or removal of starplates 
the aperture wheel is easily accessed to 
form the EMMl mrvlce plaffom. 

The interluck has a dual function. 
Mwnted on the apartwe wheel housing 

Ftgun 3; The @ate punchlng d e v b ,  wiU~ the in@ showing a magni t7~~~on of the punching 
t~ol .  738 dimemIm of the devica are 770 x 120 x 40 mm, the w&ht is 1.6 kg. 



carbide using the spark erosion tech- 
nique. The ch ip  produced during the 
punching are stored in a container helow 
the die, sufffcbntly large for approxi- 
mateiy 10,000 punches. 

The staplates are oonsumables and 
designed therefore for cheap manufac- 
ture in small wries. This is achieved by 
wlre-cutting of approximately 50 plates 
at once. After the cutting, one side of the 
starplate is reinforced by a bend to 
achieve better flatness in the un- 
supported region when mounted in the 
aperture wheel. An anti-reflecting black 
painting of the starplate stitface is wed 
to avoid ghosts in the specburn. Table 1 
summarizes the characteristics of the 
MOS mode of EMMI. 

3. First Astronomical Results 
A first test of the MOS mode of EMMl 

and in particular of the operation of the 
starplate unit was carried out during the 
EMMl commissioning period in October. 
First we obtained one I-minute direct 
image of a field from the Key Pro- 
gramme "A Redshi Survey of galaxies 
with z s  0.6" (de Lapparent st al., 1989). 
7-10 goal of this programme is to obtain 
a complete catalogue of 700 galaxies 
brighter than R=20.5 over0.4 deg2 near 
the south galactic pole for studying the 
large-scale structure at z = 0.3. All 
galaxies in the catalogue will have BVR 
photometry and tow-resolution spec- 
troscopy for redshift measurements. 
The direct image in the red arm of EMMl 
did show several galaxies with angular 
sizes up to - 6 arcsec and R magnitudes 
in the range 17-21. Eight galaxies were 
selected for the preparation of the 
Punching file, using an improved version 
of the software which Is used for the 
same purpose in EFOSC1. The actual 
punching in the starplate unit took about 
2 minutes, the dimension of the tool 
used corresponded to 1.3 x 8 arc%. 
The plate was then moved to the optical 
path of the instrument and used in com- 
bination with the EMMl grism No. 3 for 
two I-hour exposures on the eight 
galaxies. Flgure 4 shows one of these 
exposures. No alignment of the galaxles 
With the slitlets was needed for the first 
exposure. A minimal telescope offset 
( 5 1  arcsec) was needed for optimal 
centring before the second exposure. 

A preliminary reduction of these data 
has been carried out to estimate the 
capability of this observing mode. After 
bias subtraction, the two I-hour MOS 
exposures were flaffielded with a halo- 
gen lamp used as source through the 
grlsm and aperture plate. This proce- 
dure is necessary to remove non-unifor- 
mities up to 10% of the transmission 
along the slitlets. This effect has b n  
traced to remnants of the black paint 

TABLE 1 : MU$ in EIWMI 

- -  
Figura 4: A one-hour MDS exposure on t ,-laxy W obtained with EMMI at a r&501ution - l d .  The eight &gets are galaxies d t h  2-6 arcsec in size and integral R magnitudes 
between 17.5 and 19.5. 

Punehlng amam Mlthe ~Starplates: 
Minimum sllt width: 
Mlnimum sllt len@h: 
Maximum number of slWstarplate: 
Flatness at punched mrp!ates: 
Punching time of 40 slits: 
Life-tlme of Um punching U s :  
fhkknm of the starplat= 

Mated of the q f a t e s :  

4000 5000 6090 7000 

~velesleth(A1 
mure 5: The sum of iwo om-how reduced spectra of a Q ~ / R X ~  of R- 19 (the flml spectrum 
from the bottom In Figum 4). 

56~9Omrn{Sx8arcm~n) 
I50 microns (0.8 araee) 
1.2 mm (6.5 met] 
52 
c 0.3 mm peak-to-peak 
approx. 5 mih- 
> 10.000 plmhes 
120 to 200 rnlons,  depending nn the 

d d M  dlt-width 
copper alloy wlth 2% beryllium 



used on the plates in the punched slits 
and It should hopefully be eliminated in 
the future by the use of a different paint. 

Removal of radiation events on the 
CCD (of the order of one per row) was 
done by a two-step filtering procedure 
which does minimal damage to the data. 
First, all pixels excdlng by more than 
a factor of 2 the value of the pixel at the 
same position on the other 1 -hour expo- 
sure were replaced by the pixel value 
from the other exposure. Second, a me- 
dian filtering over a few pixels perpen- 
dicular to the dispersion direction with a 
high threshold for data modification was 
applied and further removes all but a 
couple of events. This second filtering 
was necessary for removing the cosmic 
rays affecting identical pixels in both 
exposures. 

Each object spectrum was finally ex- 
tracted using all rows within the half 
width of the object profile along the sPt, 
and was calibrated in wavelength using 
He and Ar calibration exposures. 11e 
resulting dispersion is - 3.7 &pixel, the 
resolution - l0k As much sky as avail- 
able In each slit was independently 

wavelength calibrated and then re- 
moved from the corresponding object 
spectrum. A long slit calibration proce- 
dure with a signal-weighted extraction 
procedure will clearly yield a cleaner sky 
subtraction, a crucial problem for faint 
and extended objects, and a better SM 
ratio in the extracted data but it has not 
yet been applied to this set of data. 
Figure 5 shows the sum of the two 
1 -hour spectra for a galaxy with R- 19. 
The H and K lines, the G band and the 
Hfi absorption line are clearly identifi- 
able and yield r=0.321. The WN ratio of 
the spectrum at 5500 A is - 15. 

The eight galaxies obsew6d in this 
first MOS field with EMM1 have R mag- 
nitudes ranging from -18 to -20. The 
derived redshifts range from z = 0.120 
to z = 0.431. The sum of the two 1 -hour 
exposures is sufficient in all objects for 
rough (Az-0.001) but reliable redshift 
measurement using the positlans of the 
H and K lines or the [Oil] and other 
emission lines. Cross-corrdation analy- 
ses wth a reference spectrum will yield 
smaller uncertainties in the redshift 
measurement 

In conclusion, the first tests of the 
MOS mode of EMMl have proven that 
the multi-slitlet plates can be prep& 
at the instrument with the required quali- 
ty and immediately used for astronomi- 
cal observations without manual Inter- 
vention. 

The results from the quick reduction 
of the data from the October run can be 
used for an estimate of the capabiltty of 
the system. Assuming an optimal ex- 
traction procedure of the spectra, it 
should be possible with EMMl to mea- 
sure the redshift of as mny as 15 ob- 
jects down to an R magnitude of 21 -22 
In a field of 5 x 8 arcmln with three 1- 
hour exposures. 

The MOS mode of EMMl will be re- 
leased to visiting astronomeE in the 
course of Period 47 {AprilSeptember 
1991). 
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